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This checklist provides best practices for developing business
continuity plans (BCP), Emergency Action Plans (EAP), and
Disaster Response Plans. It provides policies and procedures
that employers should implement if there is a significant
disruption to an employer’s business, which could include
pandemics like the coronavirus (COVID-19). Following
these procedures will help allow the employer to resume
providing services and to be able to initiate and maintain
communications with its customers and other critical parties.
For guidance on emergency planning and business continuity
plans (including such planning for COVID-19), see Business
Continuity and Emergency Planning. For an annotated
business continuity plan, see Business Continuity Plan. For an
annotated emergency action plan, see Emergency Action Plan
(EAP).
For more guidance for preparing and responding to
pandemic diseases, whether the coronavirus (COVID-19)
or other widespread illnesses, see Pandemic Flu/Influenza/
Coronavirus (COVID-19): Key Employment Law Issues,

For more guidance on a wide variety of COVID-19 legal
issues, see Coronavirus (COVID-19) Resource Kit. For a
resource kit focused on employees returning to work and
broken up by key employment law topics, see Coronavirus
(COVID-19) Resource Kit: Return to Work. For tracking
of key federal, state, and local COVID-19-related Labor
& Employment legal developments, see Coronavirus
(COVID-19) Federal and State Employment Law Tracker. Also
see state and federal COVID-19 legislative, regulatory, and
executive order updates from State Net, which are available
here. For tracking of key federal, state, and local noncoronavirus Labor & Employment legal developments, see
Labor & Employment Key Legal Development Tracker.
For more articles on COVID-19 and the workplace by
Castle Publications, as published on Lexis Practice Advisor,
see Returning to Work during and after COVID-19, CDC
Guidance and the Return to Work during COVID-19, Wage
and Hour Obligations for California Employers during
COVID-19, Wage and Hour Obligations for New York
Employers during COVID-19, and Leaves of Absence under
Federal Law before and after the Families First Coronavirus
Response Act (FFCRA).

Business Continuity Plans
v. Emergency Action Plans /
Disaster Response Plans
Business Continuity Plans (BCP) are intended to assist an
organization conduct its essential missions and functions
under a variety of threats and conditions. BCPs are generally

focused on long-term responses, where a disruption to
normal operations will last weeks if not months. These
types of responses may require employees to work in new
locations, perhaps under less than ideal circumstances,
such as working from home or sharing workspaces with
co-workers. In contrast, Emergency Action Plans and
Disaster Response Plans, which we address in the section
below entitled Emergency Action Plans (EAP) and Disaster
Response Plans, generally involve tasks that must be
completed in shorter timeframes measured in minutes
(fire alarm evacuations) to a few days (responding to
hurricanes). Additionally, governmental regulations require
most employers to have EAPs in place to protect employees’
safety and health and Disaster Response Plans for specific
industries to reduce the risks to the environment and public
from highly hazardous chemicals.
One technique for visualizing the relationship between the
BCP, EAP, and Disaster Response Plan, but certainly not a
compulsory approach, is to think of the BCP as a file cabinet
of vital corporate information, the Disaster Response Plan
as one drawer in that cabinet, and the EAP as a folder within
that drawer.
However, it is important to understand that the Occupational
Health and Safety Administration (OSHA) requires employers
with 11 employees or more to keep their EAP in writing, at
the workplace, and available for employees to review. 29
C.F.R. § 1910.38(b). Employers with 10 or less employees
must, at a minimum, communicate the EAP to employees
verbally. Id. Accordingly, an employer that is a startup
company that currently lacks the resources to implement a
BCP in the near-term, will still have to implement an EAP to
protect its employees.

Develop a Business Continuity
Plan (BCP)
This section provides guidance for employers on developing a
comprehensive BCP.

Why an Employer Needs a BCP?
To ensure the long-term viability of the business, an employer
must have plans to respond to emergencies in the physical
realm (e.g., weather, security incidents, fires, pandemics
(such as the coronavirus (COVID-19)) and in the electronic/
virtual realm (e.g., data breach, insider threats, ransomware)
as well as emergencies experienced by other entities with
consequences that spill over to affect the company. The
goal of a business continuity plan (BCP) is to preserve and
protect the essential elements of a business and maintain an
acceptable level of operations during the crisis and recovery
period.

Employers must be capable of:
• Responding to disasters arising with little or no warning
• Threatening the safety and health of employees
• Forcing the evacuation of their workplaces –and–
• Damaging or destroying the infrastructure needed for
business operations
Employers can adopt disaster and business continuity plans
to:
• Manage these situations
• Help protect the lives of employees and visitors –and–
• Reduce the time and cost of returning to normal business
operations

What Information Should Be in a BCP?
This subsection addresses key elements of a BCP.
• BCPs should cover more than emergency response
procedures. A BCP should have a strategic approach,
considering long-term scenarios that may involve highly
stressful and emotional circumstances such as:
o Loss of life

o Excessive absenteeism due to infectious illnesses
o Communication breakdowns –and–
o The loss of data and facilities

• The BCP must address what happens if business
facilities are partly or completely destroyed. The plan
also need to state how to deal with the loss of senior
management or other employees (e.g., critical employees
and their backups need to be identified). For example, see
Appendix A—Temporary Succession Plan: Key Personnel,
below.
• Employees must know who to contact in the event of
a disaster or emergency. The BCP should contain a clear
and detailed list of key emergency contacts.
• All employees should be able to access the emergency
response sections of the BCP. The employer can make it
available through the following methods:
o Physical copies

o Electronic locations on the employer’s web portal

o Annual training to employees to review their primary
and secondary responsibilities under the BCP
For guidance on emergency planning and business continuity
plans (including such planning for COVID-19), see Business
Continuity and Emergency Planning. For an annotated
business continuity plan, see Business Continuity Plan.

Create a Business Continuity
Team
A Business Continuity team (BC Team) is an essential
element for the successful implementation of a BCP.
• Senior management (the Executive Team) should select
BC Team members (primary and alternates). These
individuals should be qualified to address core business
needs and to execute the BCP. Members of the full BC
Team should come from the following departments:
o Accounting

• Keep copies of the BCP with the BC Team Members.
Every primary and alternate member of the BC Team must
possess a copy of the BCP in a format that is reasonably
likely to be accessible to the member following a disruption
to the business. Two examples of reasonably likely access
would be:
o A paper copy of the BCP at the member’s residence
–and–
o A digital copy on the member’s mobile device

o Human Resources (HR)

• The BCP should identify stakeholders inside and outside
of the company who will need information following
a crisis. This includes employees and their families and
people in other locations of the business. The information
to convey can include:

o Information Technology (IT)
o Legal

o Operations –and–
o Public relations

See Appendix B, below, for a sample organization of a BC
Team.
• The Executive Team should appoint team leaders. The
team leaders will:
o Be responsible for
continuity process

o Operations / Production. This too will vary
significantly based on the individual business and
industry sector.

coordinating

the

business

o Vary based on the type of disaster
• The BC Team leaders’ responsibilities include:
o Arranging the initial meeting of the BC Team
o Undertaking the emergency tasks
o Confirming the critical
recovery locations

business

functions

and

o Delegating tasks to team members –and–

o Coordinating the reinstatement of services at the
affected location
• The BC Team, with executive leaders’ approval, must
identify the areas of responsibility for each team
member. These tasks may include, but are not limited to:
o Crisis communications. This includes internal and
external communications.

o Providing counseling to help employees and their
families cope with a crisis
o Arranging financial, housing, transportation, and
other kinds of assistance to government agencies,
customers, and stockholders –and–
o Considering the needs of employees affected by a
disaster
• Is the Incident a Disaster, Emergency, or a Physical
Security Threat? One of the first questions that the
employer must ask and answer in the event of a business
interruption by is whether the incident is a disaster,
emergency, or a physical security threat. The first duty of
the BC Team is to evacuate the staff using the emergency
evacuation procedures and to ascertain the status of
employees.
o Ask the following key questions.
— Are the employees safe?
— Are their families safe?
— Do the employees need any type of assistance for
themselves or family members?
— Are the employees able to come to work?

o Executive leaders’ involvement. This may vary
significantly based on the size of the business, its
corporate structure, and the circumstances of the
disruption.

Identify the Core/Essential
Processes of the Business

o Network security. This includes protecting electronic
data and allowing for continued access by authorized
users.

The core/essential processes for a business may rely on a
particular “enabling or supporting” process that is critical
to the employer’s ability to operate. Identifying these

dependencies is necessary to avoid impeding or preventing
the performance of core business functions.
Consider the following:
• Identify core/essential processes. Any business disruption
affecting an employer’s core/essential process would be
considered a negative impact to the core processes of
the business, requiring an alternative method to resume
operations or return to normal operations as soon as
possible.
• Notify borrowers, customers, and suppliers. Notifying
the employer’s borrowers, customers, and suppliers of this
type of interruption is a high priority to prevent avoidable
adverse consequences.
• Notify all of the employer’s geographic locations. Any
business disruptions have the potential to ripple across
all the employer’s locations. If a disruption occurs at one
of these locations, the BC team must notify all company
facilities of the disruption to begin analyzing how the
disruption will affect their respective operations. While
this analysis is understandably preliminary, it must begin as
soon as practicable and should consider the consequences
of a short- and long-term disruption.

Review and Test the BCP
This section addresses employer’s considerations for
reviewing the BCP and making sure it stays fresh and
effective.
• Don’t ignore the BCP. A BCP that an employer
develops, puts on the shelf, and ignores is unlikely to be
very effective because memories fade and personnel
responsible for key tasks are transferred in and out of the
BC Team positions.
• Make certain the BC Team reviews BCP at least
annually. A business should consider requiring each
primary and alternate member of the BC Team to confirm
in writing that they have reviewed the plan at least
annually. One department or individual job position should
be responsible for collecting and inserting updates and
revisions that the various stakeholders provide into the
BCP.
• Provide Training on the BCP. The Executive Team should
designate a department or individual responsible for
ensuring personnel are trained on the BCP and scheduling
training exercises. Training on the BCP should be varied,
not only as far as frequency, but also varied in duration and
in the amount of advance notice provided. The employer
should balance annual, enterprise-wide training exercises
that last one day or longer with one-hour tabletop
exercises and/or no-notice exercises where the sole

purpose is to have the primary members of the BC Team
appear electronically, in person, or by phone with their
copy of the BCP.
• Regular testing and review of the BCP increases the
ability of the employer to recover from a disaster.
o External resources to evaluate the BCP for currency
and completeness include:
— Business Continuity Planning Suite
— FEMA Business Continuity Plan

Activating the Business
Continuity Plan during an
Emergency
This section addresses the BC Team’s key responsibilities in
carrying out the BCP during a disaster.

Business Hours
During business hours, follow these guidelines:
• Implement the BCP. In the event of an emergency during
business hours, the Executive Team will implement the
BCP and appoint a BC Team Leader based on physical
location and available resources. The BC Team will make an
immediate evaluation and will tell employees what action to
take.
• Review the Temporary Succession Plan. If key personnel
are incapacitated or unavailable, the Executive Team will
review the Temporary Succession Plan (see Appendix A—
Temporary Succession Plan: Key Personnel) to evaluate
whether a designated alternate individual should
perform the responsibilities of the key personnel who are
unavailable.

Non-business Hours
During non-business hours, follow these guidelines:
• Determine the need to report to work and implement
the BCP. If there is an emergency during non-business
hours and telephone communications are available, the
Executive Team will determine if employees are to report
to work and may invoke the BCP.
• Use the telephone calling tree to notify employees.
The telephone calling tree will be used to contact
those employees needed to report to the workplace or
alternative site to implement the BCP. Make sure the
telephone calling tree and employee roster is easily
accessible on the employee web portal and/or another
widely known internal website.

Primary Duties of the BC Team
The BC Team should perform the following functions:
• Protect people and property.
o Evaluate disaster conditions. On a recurring basis,
the BC Team must evaluate conditions related to
the disaster and the effect those conditions have on
employee safety.
o Protect the employer’s assets from further harm.
To the extent feasible, and without taking risks with
their personal safety, the BC Team will take action to
protect the employer’s assets from additional harm.
o Contract labor for additional services. Disaster may
require employees to perform tasks not typical of
normal operations. In some cases, it may be necessary
to hire contract labor and services.
o Additional expenses approved by Executive Team.
If possible, the Executive Team should approve
unexpected additional expenses, but in their absence
approval afterwards will suffice.
o Order replacement equipment. The BC Team should
order replacement of electronic equipment critical to
the recovery. See Appendix C—Computer Equipment
Replacement Hardware, below.
• Assess when business operations can resume. The BC
Team should follow the guidelines below to determine
when business can resume.
o Assignments for the recovery team. Assignments for
members of the recovery team will be made by the BC
Team leader.
o Timeline for resuming business operations. One
of the first tasks the BC Team must complete is a
recurring evaluation of the timeline for resuming
business operations.
— Phased approach. The resumption of operations
may be a phased approach with core business
processes resuming before supporting processes, or
all processes might resume but on a smaller scale than
during normal operations.
o Unavailability of key personnel. Inform the Executive
Team of any situations involving the incapacity or
unavailability of key management personnel.
— Leadership Succession Plan. Review the
Leadership Succession Plan contained in Appendix A—
Temporary Succession Plan: Key Personnel, below, and
make recommendations, if applicable, to the Executive
Team.

Internal Business Continuity
Communications
This section addresses key internal communications
concerning emergencies that the BC Team and Executive
Team must provide.
• Establish reliable communications within the BC Team
and to the Executive Team.
o Determine whether any primary members of the
BC Team and Executive Team are unavailable
or incapacitated due to the emergency/disaster.
See Appendix A—Temporary Succession Plan: Key
Personnel, below.
o The Executive Team will inform the primary and
alternate members of the BC Team that the BCP
has been implemented. See Appendix B—BC Team
Member Chart, below.
• Disseminate information on recovery sites. Guidelines to
follow regarding recovery sites include:
o Identify recovery sites for each office. See Appendix
D—Relocation Site.
o Assemble staff. Once the recovery site(s) is/are
established, staff should assemble at their assigned
recovery site for further instructions.

External Business Continuity
Communications
While effective communication will not transform a bad plan
into a good plan, the failure to communicate a good plan
effectively during an emergency is itself a disaster.
• Keys to effective communication. To communicate
effectively, employers need accessible, competent, and
reliable communication procedures to:
o Report emergencies

o Warn employees and guests of dangers

o Keep family members and off-duty employees
informed of what developments at the workplace –
and–
o Address the concerns of customers and suppliers
• Key communications to the public. and The CEO or
in his or her absence any other assigned member of the
Executive Team will take action to advise customers and
others of the disaster and plans for recovery. Suggested
items to review with the communications department
include:

o Confirmation that company will be open for business
(if not already)
o Temporary signage at regular locations informing
customers that the company is operating and the
recovery locations currently in use
o Broadcasts of Public Service Announcement (PSA)
at local radio station(s) to be followed by paid 20-30
second commercials

— For additional guidance regarding the ADA
generally, see Americans with Disabilities Act:
Guidance for Employers. For more information on
ADA and disability management, see the ADA and
Disability Management page.
o OSHA regulations. OSHA regulations applicable to
new workplace hazards during recover efforts

o Appropriate TV, newspaper article, or advertisement

— For more guidance on key OSH Act legal issues, see
OSH Act Requirements, Inspections, Citations, and
Defenses.

o TV, radio, and newspaper media updates as needed

— Review the EAP requirements and applicable
requirements for industries using highly hazardous
chemicals.

o A letter to the membership with a brief outline of
recovery plans
o Regular social media posts

o Response to customer questions by fully informed
staff

Check Relevant Laws for
Disaster Response and
Recovery Efforts
The BC Team should also be familiar with the following types
of laws which might be at issue during the response to a
disaster and the recovery efforts. The applicability of these
laws will vary based on the circumstances associated with the
incident.
• Data breach. Consider data breach disclosure laws for all
50 states.
o For state laws on privacy and data security, see Data
Security & Privacy—Privacy & Data Security State Law
Surveys practice notes page.
• Data breach laws specific to industry. Data breach
laws specific to company’s industry sector (i.e., GrammLeach-Bliley Act (GLBA), Heath Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA), state laws)
o For state data breach laws, see Data Breach
Notification Enforcement and Penalties State Law
Survey and Data Breach Notification State Law Survey.
• Environment. Environmental regulations
• Fire. Fire codes
• Seismic safety. Seismic safety codes
• Emergency relief legislation. Emergency relief legislation
signed into law relating to the disaster
• Labor and employment laws. Labor and employment laws
related to the recovery effort:
o ADA. Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)

o FLSA. Reduction of pay or work hours—Fair Labor
Standards Act (FLSA), exempt and non-exempt
employees
— For information on statutory exemptions under the
FLSA, see Wage and Hour—Statutory Requirements
and Exemptions practice notes page
o WARN. Notices required under the Workers
Adjustment and Retraining Notification (WARN) Act
for plant closings and mass layoffs
— For more information on reductions in force
and WARN, see Reductions in Force and WARN
Compliance and WARN Act Compliance Checklist. For
guidance on plant closings, see Plant Closing Checklist.
o FMLA. Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) for
employees who take leave after a disaster for a serious
health condition or to care for a family member with a
serious health condition
— For DOL guidance on COVID-19 and the expanded
FMLA, see DOL Guidance: Families First Coronavirus
Response Act: Questions and Answers. See also
COVID-19 or Other Public Health Emergencies and
the Family and Medical Leave Act Questions and
Answers. For additional information on the FMLA, see
FMLA Leave: Guidance for Employers and Employees,
the Family and Medical Leave practice note page,
and the Family and Medical Leave forms page. For
information on state family and medical leave laws,
see the Family, Medical, Sick, Pregnancy, and Military
Leave column of Attendance, Leaves, and Disabilities
State Practice Notes Chart.
o NLRA. National Labor Relations Act (NLRA)
— For more information on labor-management issues,
see Labor-Management Relations practice notes page.

o USERRA. Uniformed Services Employment and Reemployment Rights Act (USERRA) for employees serving in National
Guard units activated during a disaster
— For more information on military leave, see Attendance, Leaves, and Disabilities —Military Leave practice notes page.
• Transportation and zoning regulations. Transportation and zoning regulations that relate to the recovery efforts and
company recovery sites

Business Continuity Response to a Long-Term Disruption
Evaluate business continuity as follows:

Develop Emergency Action
Plans (EAP) and Disaster
Response Plans
Facilities must develop an Emergency Action Plans (EAP) that
complies with OSHA regulations (e.g., 29 C.F.R. § 1910.38 for
employers covered under the General Industry regulations)
based on the location of the facility and the work activities
performed at the facility. The EAP should concentrate on
the situations that have a greater probability of occurring,
as well as the situations that would produce more severe
consequences. For a sample EAP, see Emergency Action

Plan (EAP). Due to OSHA’s highly specific compliance
requirements for an EAP, addressed below, some employers
also choose to create a separate Disaster Response Plan.
• Defining workplace emergency. OSHA defines a
workplace emergency as “an unforeseen situation that
threatens your employees, customers, or the public;
disrupts or shuts down your operations; or causes physical
or environmental damage.” See OSHA, How to Plan for
Workplace Emergencies and Evacuations.
• OSHA Emergency Action Plans (EAP). Federal OSHA
and its state government counterparts require employers
to have EAPs to protect employees from fires and
other emergencies. For information on state laws on

occupational safety and health plan laws, see OSH Act
Compliance, Employee Health, and Workplace Security
State Practice Notes Chart and Occupational Safety and
Health Plan State Law Survey.
• Review OSHA employee threshold requirements for
EAPs.
o Requirements for employers with 11 employees
or more. These employers must keep their EAP in
writing, at the workplace, and available for employees
to review. 29 C.F.R. § 1910.38(b).
o Requirements for employers with 10 or fewer
employees. These employers must, at a minimum,
communicate the EAP to employees verbally. 29 C.F.R.
§ 1910.38(b).
— For more information on which employers must
develop an EAP, see OSHA, Evacuation Planning
Matrix - Appendix A: Does Your Facility Need an
Emergency Action Plan?
• Cover OSHA-mandated topics in the EAP. The OSHAmandated topics to be covered in every EAP are listed in
29 C.F.R. § 1910.38 and the management at each facility
must ensure the EAP covers these topics.
o Fire. Procedures for reporting a fire at the workplace.
29 C.F.R. § 1910.38(c)(1).
o Evacuation. Procedures for evacuating the workplace.
29 C.F.R. § 1910.38(c)(2).
o Procedure for critical plant operations. Procedures
for employees who must complete critical plant
operations before evacuating (i.e., safe emergency
shutdown of equipment steps). 29 C.F.R. § 1910.38(c)
(3).
o Accounting for all employees. Procedures to
account for all employees after evacuation. 29 C.F.R. §
1910.38(c)(4).
o Rescue or medical duties. Procedures for employees
performing rescue or medical duties. 29 C.F.R. §
1910.38(c)(5).
o Point of contact. The point of contact who can
answer employee questions and provide more
information regarding the EAP and employee duties
under the EAP. 29 C.F.R. § 1910.38(c)(6).
o Alarm systems. Employers must maintain an
employee alarm system that provides distinct
warnings to employees based on the type of
emergency. 29 C.F.R. § 1910.38(d).
o Training. An employer must train employees to assist
in a safe and orderly evacuation of other employees.
29 C.F.R. § 1910.38(e).

o Triggering events for review. An employer must
review the EAP with each employee covered by the
plan when: (1) the plan is developed or the employee
is assigned initially to a job, (2) the employee’s
responsibilities under the plan change, and (3) the plan
is changed. 29 C.F.R. § 1910.38(f).
29 C.F.R. § 1910.38. Also see OSHA, How to Plan for
Workplace Emergencies and Evacuations.
• Make the EAP easily accessible. Each facility must ensure
that the EAP is readily accessible for all employees. Keep a
copy of the facility’s EAP as an appendix to the BCP. For a
sample EAP, see Emergency Action Plan (EAP).
• Consider industry-specific guidance. Federal OSHA
and its state counterparts have also issued industryspecific procedures for certain activities to better protect
employees’ safety and health. Facilities covered by OSHA
regulations for specific industry sectors (e.g., construction)
must incorporate the EAP requirements applicable to
their industry sector. Examples of the industry-specific
regulations for employee safety include but are not limited
to:
o Construction operations (29 C.F.R. § 1926.35)

o Hazard communication for toxic substances (29 C.F.R.
§ 1910.1200)
o Hazardous waste operations and emergency response
(29 C.F.R. § 1910.120)
o Logging operations (29 C.F.R. § 1910.266)

o Maritime operations (29 C.F.R. § 1915.502)

o Process safety management of highly hazardous
chemicals (29 C.F.R. § 1910.119)
o Telecommunications (29 C.F.R. § 1910.268)
• Determine man-made v. natural causes emergencies and
disasters. Emergencies and disasters can be man-made or
occur from natural causes including:
o Floods (weather related, or due to mechanical failures)
o Fires (building, vehicle or wildfires)
o Hurricanes, tornadoes

o Pandemics (like COVID-19)
o Toxic gas
accidents

releases,

chemical

spills,

radiological

o Interruption of utilities (electricity, heat, water)

o Explosions (industrial accidents, terrorist attacks)

o Civil disturbances (large scale protests, riots, looting)

o Workplace violence resulting in bodily harm and
trauma

• Customize topics for the EAP or Disaster Response
Plan based on the particular worksite. An employer can
include the following topics in an EAP, or in a companion
Disaster Response Plan, based on the characteristics and
job activities for the particular worksite.
o Serious employee injury and the rendering first aid.
OSHA requires employers to provide first aid kits and
training to designated employees if first responders
are not capable of reaching the site in three to four
minutes. 29 C.F.R. § 1910.151.
o Terrorist attack / Active shooter.

— OSHA has provided guidance regarding workplace

violence risks in certain industry sectors (healthcare)
— Each facility will evaluate its policies, procedures,
points of access or entry and security systems to
reduce the foreseeable risks of unauthorized persons
entering the workplace. This process must include
whether

additional

precautions

— Equipment failure
— Application failure
— Theft of equipment
o Cybersecurity / Data breach event. See Appendix E—
Data Breach Response Plan.
— Unauthorized access
— Human error or intentional attack
— Ransomware or other malware
— Data theft or data manipulation
— Public disclosure of sensitive or confidential data

but these are not compulsory at this time.

evaluating

— Communications

are

necessary during and after layoffs or discharges of
employees.

o Influenza outbreak or pandemic (like COVID-19).
See Appendix H—Damage or Service Interruptions
Involving Building Maintenance.
Managers at each facility will review Appendix H as an
initial step for preparing and responding to seasonal
influenza outbreaks or pandemics like the coronavirus
(COVID-19).

o Loss of technology. See Appendix C—Communications
and Computer.

Assess Emergency Action / Disaster Response Immediate
Considerations for On-Scene Management
Use the list below to assess immediate considerations for on-scene management.

Review Risk Assessments in Emergency Actions / Disaster
Response Plans and Business Continuity Plans
Review the table below and choose the responses applicable to the employer’s worksites to formulate emergency action /
disaster response and business continuity plans.

Risk Assessments
Hazard

Probability

Severity

Advance Notice

Duration

Risk

Building Fire

Very Likely
Likely
Unlikely

Critical
Limited
Minimal

None
1 hour
6 hours
24+ hours

1 hour
8 hours
3 days
1 week or more

High
Medium
Low

Tornado /
Hurricane

Very Likely
Likely
Unlikely

Critical
Limited
Minimal

None
1 hour
6 hours
24+ hourss

1 hour
8 hours
3 days
1 week or more

High
Medium
Low

Cyberattack /
Data Breach

Very Likely
Likely
Unlikely

Critical
Limited
Minimal

None
1 hour
6 hours
24+ hours

1 hour
8 hours
3 days
1 week or more

High
Medium
Low

Active Shooter

Very Likely
Likely
Unlikely

Critical
Limited
Minimal

None
1 hour
6 hours
24+ hours

1 hour
8 hours
3 days
1 week or more

High
Medium
Low

Review Core/Essential Business Processes
Use the table below to enter the applicable processes, tasks and activities, and then analyze core/essential business processes.

Core / Essential Business Processes
Core Business Process #1: Primary revenue source
Core Business Process #2: Strategic enabler
Essential Task #1: Manufacturing of product for revenue source
Essential Task #2: Service tasks on products
Supporting
Processes

Points of Contact

Vendors
Suppliers
Customers

Essential Records

Allowable
Downtime

Severity

Activity 1

Primary Alternate

Short List

Short List

Hours or Days

High
Medium
Low

Activity 2

Primary Alternate

Short List

Short List

Hours or Days

High
Medium
Low

Appendix A — Temporary
Succession Plan: Key
Personnel
Temporary succession plans provide clarity on the delegation
of authority and expected coverage of senior leadership’s
roles and responsibilities if one or more individuals occupying
these roles are temporarily unavailable. These roles and
responsibilities may include day-to-day decision-making and
management, and strategic planning roles.

Leadership and Command
Planning
Key points to consider:
• Chain of command. To the extent possible, the leadership
chain of command will be maintained, however situations
may arise where telecommuting and alternate work
locations are not feasible resulting in the temporary
non-availability of particular individuals. This procedure
is intended to facilitate the temporary assumption of
critical responsibilities by other members of the chain
of command. Each delegation of authority is terminated
when the incumbent is available to resume his or her
responsibilities.

Title / Department Primary &
Alternate
Successors
Chief Executive
Officer

Delegated
Authorities

• Delegation of authority. The delegation of authority
provides successors with the legal authorization to act
on behalf of critical positions within the organization
for specific purposes and duties. The importance of predelegated authorities is to ensure that important functions
or authority can continue should the primary position
become unavailable to complete their given functions.
• Pre-delegated authorities. Individuals who hold critical
leadership positions must maintain the pre-delegated
authorities through effective cross-training and exercises
for their successors. To ensure the rapid response to any
situation requiring the activation of a Business Continuity
Plan, employees who serve in key senior leader positions
must develop and maintain pre-delegated authorities for
policy determinations and decisions, as needed.
• Delegation of authority. The delegations of authority
are intended to describe the types of authority being
delegated and any limitations of the delegated authority
that are traditional associated with the delegated authority
but are not intended to be delegated. All duties of each
senior leader are delegated to the position in the orders of
succession when the incumbent cannot fulfill that authority
for any reason, including but not limited to:
o Absence or inaccessible (includes both physical or
virtual contact)
o Illness or temporary incapacitation

Limitations Triggers for the Activation and the Termination of
Delegation
on
Delegation
Incapacitated, Known unavailability for > XX days,
Inaccessible for ZZ hours; Decision by Board of Directors.
Re-establishment of communications with CEO, and
capability to fulfill responsibilities.

Company President

Incapacitated, Known unavailability for > XX days,
Inaccessible for ZZ hours; Decision by Board of Directors.
Re-establishment of communications with President, and
capability to fulfill responsibilities.

COO

Incapacitated, Known unavailability for > XX days,
Inaccessible for ZZ hours; Decision by Board of Directors.
Re-establishment of communications with Chief Operating
Officer (COO), and capability to fulfill responsibilities.

General Counsel
and Secretary

Incapacitated, Known unavailability for > XX days,
Inaccessible for ZZ hours; Decision by Board of Directors.
Re-establishment of communications with GC, and capability
to fulfill responsibilities.

Title / Department Primary &
Alternate
Successors

Delegated
Authorities

Limitations Triggers for the Activation and the Termination of
Delegation
on
Delegation

Chief Financial
Officer

Incapacitated, Known unavailability for > XX days,
Inaccessible for ZZ hours; Decision by Board of Directors.
Re-establishment of communications with CFO and capability
to fulfill responsibilities.

Executive Vice
President of
Human Resources

Incapacitated, Known unavailability for > XX days,
Inaccessible for ZZ hours; Decision by CEO.

Vice President,
Communications

Incapacitated, Known unavailability for > XX days,
Inaccessible for ZZ hours; Decision by CEO.

Re-establishment of communications with EVP and capability
to fulfill responsibilities.

Re-establishment of communications with SVP and capability
to fulfill responsibilities.
Chief Technology
Officer

Incapacitated, Known unavailability for > XX days,
Inaccessible for ZZ hours; Decision by CEO.
Re-establishment of communications with CTO and capability
to fulfill responsibilities.

Appendix B — BC Team Members Chart and Certification
Use this organization chart to identify BC Team Members:

Title/Name

Address

Office

Cell

Home

Email

CEO: [Name]
Company President: [Name]
COO: [Name]
General Counsel and Secretary:
[Name]
CFO: [Name]
EVP Human Resources: [Name]
VP Communications: [Name]
Chief Technology Officer: [Name]

Business Continuity Team Certification
I have read and understand the Business Continuity (BC) Team’s responsibilities and recognize the importance of these duties.
________________________________
Team Member Printed Name
________________________________
Team Member Signature
________________________________
Date

Appendix C — Computer
Equipment Replacement
Hardware
Review this checklist to assess computer equipment needs of
employees during an office relocation.
• Office equipment needs in the event of relocation of the
administration office.
o Telephone system.
— TBD – description of equipment needed
— TBD – description of software / settings /
authorizations needed
o Point of contact information for communications
equipment.
— TBD – location, name, number
— TBD – location, name, number
o Computer equipment and supplies.
— Computer equipment and other office supplies can
be purchased locally from the following locations.

— [name, location, phone number]
— [name, location, phone number]
— Points of contact for computer equipment leasing
and purchasing.
— [name, location, phone number]
— [name, location, phone number]
• Employees temporarily assigned to work at other
company locations.
o [Network/IT] will be responsible for transferring
employee’s user profile to hardware at the temporary
location.
• Recommend hardware, software, and personal software
installation guidelines are established by the Network/
IT and should be considered when replacing computer
equipment. Contact Network/IT for assistance.
o Hardware Inventory List – Network/IT maintains a
current inventory list.
o Software – the majority of the software used by
company is maintained in [description] folders on the
servers. Contact Network/IT for assistance.

Appendix D — Relocation Site
To quickly re-establish company operations:
• Temporary relocation sites will be utilized, allowing sufficient time to select a more permanent site if rebuilding is going to be
a longer-term project
• Temporary sites will be the offices closest to the affected location.
• Communication systems should be investigated, and discussions held concerning the logistics involved.
o It should be noted that speed of communication under these conditions will be considerably slower.

Temporary Relocation Site
In the event of a disaster or disruption to office facilities, the strategy is to recover operations by relocating to an alternative
business site. Designated temporary relocation sites are listed below. If after the inspection the site is not suitable, another
location will be selected.
RELOCATION SITES
Office

Relocation Site

Main Headquarters

Alternate HQ 1

Operations Location 1

Alternate Ops 1

Operations Location 2

Alternate Ops 2

Operations Location 3

Alternate Ops 3

Support Site 1

Alternate Support 1

Support Site 2

Alternate Support 2

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

Appendix E —Data Breach
Response Plan and Testing
Procedures

• Outside counsel to advise on liability risks (civil and
governmental)

Data breach response plans vary in complexity and scope for
each industry and the size of the businesses involved. The
examples below are merely placeholder concepts to illustrate
how the data breach response plan can fit within the BCP.

• The plan will require periodic meetings with Executive
Team to review backup and recovery procedures for
accuracy and revision

Prepare a Data Breach Response Plan
The plan will include a list of key stakeholders to be involved
in a data breach response, and a list of previously vetted
outside resources to contact immediately in the event of a
breach. These resources should include, at a minimum:
• Computer forensic consultants to physically travel to the
site

• The plan will provide for the annual rehearsing of
simulated breaches and data recovery from an off-site
storage location.

o Files will be backed up to external storage on the
following schedule: TBD
o File restoration from external storage requires the
following procedures: TBD
o [Network/IT] is responsible for the file restoration
process, in consultation with the computer forensic
consultants described above
• Continue to add items as required

Complete Time-Sensitive Actions
In the case of a data breach, the following time-sensitive
actions must occur immediately:
• Network/IT will work with retained computer forensic
consultants to contain a breach.
• Engage legal advice and provide legal notifications as
required by regulators.

The following classifications have been used:
• Very low. The event in question is extremely unlikely to
happen.
• Low. The event in question is unlikely to happen.
• Medium. The event in question may happen, but
infrequently.
• High. The event in question most likely will happen.

• Send communication to customers.
• Contact insurer who can provide resources and guidance
to responding to the breach.

Information Security Procedures
The data breach response plan will be compared to the
current information security procedures in place at the
company to look for inconsistencies or gaps.
Specific areas that will be reviewed include:
• Verifying that access to customer information is protected
from unauthorized access
• Verifying that employee access rights and privileges are
correct for job responsibilities
• Verifying that employee credentials are not being shared
• Verifying access rights to servers are limited to current,
authorized employees
• Verifying additional safeguards are in place for data
designated as sensitive information
• Verifying that personal information is only transmitted
when encrypted
• Verifying
that
company
information
governance
procedures are being followed and obsolete or stale data is
properly destroyed or disposed
• Testing of the intrusion prevention tools

Appendix F — Disaster
Response Plan
Review Event Classifications
Identifying potentially disruptive events is challenging as
when the company offices are in areas which have different
weather patterns and histories. At the same time, there are
events which could potentially impact multiple or all locations.
Events have been classified based on the likelihood of each
event occurring.

Determine Environmental / Natural Disasters
Tornado (Varies by Location)
A tornado can disrupt business by damaging or destroying a
facility or by preventing access to a facility. The likelihood of a
tornado disrupting business will vary based on location:
• Headquarters City. Low
• Operations City 1. High
• Operations City 2. Medium
• Support City 1. Medium
How to Respond
In the event of a tornado, procedures outlined in the EAP will
be followed to protect the safety of employees. If there is
data loss or if systems are damaged or destroyed, refer to the
applicable appendix for guidance.

Fire (Low)
Fires can disrupt business by damaging or destroying a
facility. Fire prevention measures may damage or destroy
equipment which would result in a loss of data.
How to Respond
In the event of a fire, procedures outlined in the EAP will be
followed. If there is data loss or if systems are damaged or
destroyed, refer to the applicable appendix for guidance.
Follow these steps:
• Step One. The first step is to call 911 to report the fire and
actuate building’s alarm.
• Step Two. Depending on worksite location, it may be
permissible to use a handheld fire extinguisher to contain
small fires. Fight the fire only if you can do so without
risk of personal injury. Employees should be aware of the
location of fire extinguishers throughout the building.

Flood (Varies by Location)

Man-Made Disasters

Floods can be caused by either a natural event or by the
failure of a mechanical system within a facility. Either event
can disrupt business by damaging equipment which would
result in the loss of data.

Bomb (Very Low)

Determine the likelihood as follows:
• Likelihood (natural event). Very Low

Any warning or threat that explosives have been put in the
building or office area will be immediately reported to the
police at 911. The person receiving the threat will perform
the steps in the bomb threat portion of the EAP.

• Likelihood (mechanical failure). Low

Keep in mind:

How to Respond

• A bomb would, at the very least, damage equipment which
would result in the loss of data.

In the event of a flash flood or similar condition that could
affect the safety of employees, procedures outlined in the
EAP will be followed.
In the event there is sufficient advance warning of an
impending flood, it may be possible to implement flood
mitigation measures at the worksite to protect the company’s
assets.
Respond as follows:
• Computers and other electronic equipment can be placed
on desks. Physical and paper files can be moved to higher
shelves in the offices.
• As an alternative, if the worksite is expected to be
unavailable for several business days, equipment and
files can be moved to higher ground and stored in a safe
location. Servers should be protected from water damage
with shells placed above the servers that will protect from
leaky roofs, fire sprinklers, or broken water pipes in the
ceiling.
If the flood has already occurred, and the BC Team or
management are evaluating the damage to property,
coordinate with building maintenance and Network/IT to
attempt to mitigate further data loss or damage to electronic
systems.

Blizzard (Varies by Location)
Blizzards generally will not result in damage to a facility
which would threaten IT equipment. However, business can
be disrupted due to employee inability to travel to the facility.
How to Respond
In the event of a blizzard, employees can access data using
remote access technology such as VPN.

• In the event the presence of a bomb or explosive device
is confirmed, the facility must be evacuated if not already
accomplished and Executive Team will decide if the BCP
will be activated.
Explosion
If an explosion occurs during business hours, the evacuation
of employees is of paramount importance. If evacuation is
necessary, provide instructions and make certain that all
employees meet at the designated meeting location.
Electrical Power Failure
Follow these guidelines if there is an electrical power failure:
• Not associated with fire. If power failure is not associated
with a fire, occupants should remain where they are until
it has been determined how long the failure will continue.
The telephone system may be inoperative during a
complete electrical outage.
• Generator. A prolonged loss of electrical power during
a period of cold weather calls for an alternative power
supply. A generator will need to be obtained and hooked
into the electrical power supply system to provide
minimum power to keep the heating system operational.
• Propane heaters. Another alternative to provide for heat
during a prolonged electrical failure would be to obtain
propane heaters to keep plumbing systems from freezing;
however, occupancy will be limited due to carbon monoxide
(CO) emissions.
Loss of Water Supply
If there is a loss of water supply, keep in mind:
• Normal business operations. Employer may be able to
carry on normal business for several days in the case

of loss of water supply. Provided the sewer system is
operational, water hauled in from off site can be used to
flush the toilets.
• Bottled water. Purchased bottled water may need to
be provided if the city water supply is contaminated or
unavailable. If the city sewer system is inoperative or the
line to the employer’s building is damaged, provisions for
portable toilets will need to be made.
Loss of Natural Gas
When there is a loss of natural gas, remember the following:
• Portable electric heaters. If electrical power is available,
portable electric heaters may provide some heat, however,
additional units may need to be obtained to provide
enough heat to keep systems from freezing. Electric
heaters should be placed in the rest rooms and/or under
the kitchen sink to prevent freezing of plumbing. Doors
should be closed to prevent the loss of heat into the
remainder of the building.
• Leave small stream of water running in sink. Another
alternative may be to leave a small stream of water running
in each sink; however, this will not prevent plumbing
fixtures from freezing in the case of prolonged outage of
heating system.
Hazardous Material / Biological Disaster
In case of hazardous materials or biological disaster at
the location, notify the police department, the Health
Department and any other appropriate authority.

these disasters are not of highly critical nature and are
usually fairly easy remedied. However, restoration of the
system may take a significant amount of time and resources
to return back to full capacity.
Response to minor disasters or emergencies by:
• Identifying the severity of the disaster
• Coordinating implementation of the appropriate business
continuity functions with the BC Team
• Proceeding toward restoring normal processing as quickly
as possible

Recovery Following a Disaster
Major Disaster
In the case of a major disaster, important company assets,
including computer and communications systems, paper
records and other physical assets may be permanently
destroyed or severely damaged, but not to the extent that the
systems could not be made operational or replaced.
Occurrences that affect the building, property, and employees
are unpredictable and can occur without warning. For
this reason, it is necessary that emergency procedures be
established.
Supervisors are responsible for familiarizing their staff with:
• The EAP
• Location of fire extinguishers

Minor Disasters

• Location of exits and evacuation procedures –and–

Minor disasters are those that may not impair the operation
of several computer or communications systems. Generally,

• Procedures to report an emergency

Disaster Response Plan Response Chart
Review this chart to determine response to a disaster:
Type

Response

Alternative

1

Fire

System Replacement

Alternative Site Operations

2

Flood

System Replacement

Alternative Site Operations

3

Explosion

System Replacement

Alternative Site Operations

4

Bomb Threat

System Replacement

Alternative Site Operations

5

Wind Damage/Tornado

System Replacement or Repair

Alternative Equipment or Site

6

Theft of Equipment

System Replacement

Alternative Equipment or Site

7

Power Outage

Alternative Power Source

Alternative Site Operations

8

Water/Gas

System Replacement or Repair

Alternative Equipment or Site

9

Hazardous material /
Biological disaster

Call Proper Authorities

Alternative Site

Appendix G — Influenza Outbreak / Pandemic
Influenza Outbreak
Compare Seasonal Influenza v. Pandemic Influenza
OSHA’s Guidance on Preparing Workplaces for an Influenza Pandemic differentiates between seasonal influenza outbreaks and
pandemic influenzas, such as the coronavirus (COVID-19). Seasonal influenza refers to the periodic outbreaks of respiratory
illness in the fall and winter in the United States. Pandemic influenza refers to a worldwide outbreak of influenza among people
when a new strain of the virus emerges, with the ability to infect humans and to spread from person to person.

Review CDC Guidance to Understand Differences Between Seasonal Influenza and Pandemic
Influenza
The CDC provides several observed differences between seasonal influenza and pandemic influenza. Some of these differences
are described in the table below.

Pandemic Planning and Preparation
Pandemic outbreaks, such as COVID-19, threaten the employer’s human resources by removing essential employees from the
workplace for extended periods of time. Unlike other incidents that necessitate the relocation of employees to an alternate
operating facility, an influenza pandemic may not directly affect the physical infrastructure of the employer.

Pandemic Response
The pandemic response will include the following actions:
• WHO pandemic alert. When the World Health Organization (WHO) issues an alert about the seriousness of a pandemic, the
COO will invoke the pandemic plan with the assistance of the Pandemic Response Team.

Pandemic Response Team
Name/Title

Address

Office

Cell

Home

Email

• The Pandemic Response Team will use the pandemic response checklist along with directives and guidance from the
Centers for Disease Control (CDC), and state and local public health departments. For more guidance for preparing and
responding to pandemic diseases, whether the coronavirus (COVID-19) or other widespread illnesses, see Pandemic Flu/
Influenza/Coronavirus (COVID-19): Key Employment Law Issues, Prevention, and Response and Pandemic Flu/Influenza/
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Prevention and Response Checklist (Best Practices for Employers).

Appendix H — Damage or
Service Interruptions Involving
Building Maintenance

Emergency Contacts for Employer

Review the guidelines for building maintenance:

Building Maintenance and
Repair

Building Safety

While under normal operating conditions, provide the police
department dispatch with two contact names with home
phone numbers in case of an after-hours emergency.
(Usually individuals who are in close driving distance.)

Police Department Dispatch Contact
Information

The following vendors and service providers are familiar with
the employer's facility:

Know the contact information for the police department
dispatch:

• Janitor service – [vendor information]

• Phone

• Light bulbs – [vendor information]

• Address

• Heating and air conditioning repair/service – [vendor
information]

• Email (if applicable)

• General repairs – [vendor information]

• Heat and cooling controls – [vendor information]

• Elevator – [vendor information]

• Roof repairs – [vendor information]

• Window repairs – [vendor information]

• Broken lock repair – [vendor information]

• Fire alarm systems, building sprinkler systems, fire
extinguishers – [vendor information]

• Plumbing repair – [vendor information]

• General grounds care and sprinkler system – [vendor
information]

Appendix I — Emergency
Action Plan

• Snow removal – [vendor information]

See Emergency Action Plan (EAP).

• Electrical repair – [vendor information]
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